
 
 

 
 
 

LiftMaster’s Specialty Overhead Operator Now Accommodates Larger 
Commercial Doors and Gates 

 
Oak Brook, IL, January 9, 2019 — LiftMaster®, a leading brand of professionally installed 

perimeter access control solutions, today announced the HCTDCUL Specialty Overhead 

Operator is now available with 14- and 16-foot rails that will accommodate up to 1,000-pound 

doors and gates for increased installation opportunities. HCTDCUL’s unsurpassed safety, 

reliability and quiet operation, has made it the high traffic door opener of choice for parking 

garages in multifamily residential applications. Offering extended rail sizes will now make 

HCTDCUL a perfect solution for additional commercial applications such as for car dealerships, 

fire stations and warehouses. 

 

“The HCTDCUL is an outstanding specialty overhead operator,” said Jeff Klein, Vice President 

of LiftMaster’s Commercial Business Unit. “By extending the rail sizes to accommodate larger 

doors, we are able to offer HCTDCUL’s exclusive features for a broader variety of applications.” 
 

HCTDCUL’s ultra-quiet smooth operation is engineered to reduce wear and tear on the door 

and operator, helping to extend the life of the system and increase uptime. Other key features 

that make the HCTDCUL stand out among other operators include:  

 

• Integrated Battery Backup: Including battery backup to its low-maintenance design 

helps to reduce unplanned service calls and ensures access even when the power is 

out.  

• Selectable Speed Control: Twenty-five percent faster than standard operators, the 

HTDCUL improves speed for productivity and/or traffic flow. 

 

• Real-Time Diagnostics: The HCTDCUL advanced control boards allow dealers to 

install and troubleshoot more efficiently.  



• Smart Access Control: myQ connectivity enables secure monitoring and control of the 

operator and door from anywhere with a smartphone, tablet or computer.  

Dealers can also offer customers ways to further expand and control their HCTDCUL access 

solution with a variety of powerful accessories like the LiftMaster CAPXL for guest management, 

Red/Green Traffic Light for traffic control and the Loop Detector for effortless exits.   

 

For more information on the LiftMaster HCTDCUL visit  LiftMaster.com.  

About LiftMaster 
LiftMaster is the number one brand of professionally installed residential garage door openers, 

as well as a leading manufacturer of commercial door operators, residential and commercial 

gate operators, telephone entry systems and related access control products. Driven by the 

access and security needs of the marketplace, LiftMaster’s expansive line of state-of-the-art 

residential and commercial products are designed to fit any lifestyle or application, providing the 

latest technology and innovations in safety, security and convenience. More information at 

LiftMaster.com. 

 

For media inquiries, contact: 

Kelly Shumaker, LiftMaster 
Kelly.Shumaker@LiftMaster.com 
Office: 630-501-2017 
Mobile: 630-267-1652 
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